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Settlement History, Land Holdings and
Landscape Change, Eyjafjallahreppur, Iceland

Goorun SveinbjarnlJrd6ttir'. Kerry-Anne MairsJ
• Mike J. ChUfChl , lind AndrewJ DugmoreJ.

INTRODUCTION

Settlement history and landscape change are
closely connected, but if we are to assess their
interaction we have to understand panerns of land
ownership and use, and how they relate to senle

ment. Differences in the status, size and the length
of occupation of individual settlements may be

related to the initial quality and quantity of land
available to them. and to changes in these factors
through time. An important part of the settlement
history of individual sites may. however, also be
driven by independent cultural factors such as
people's attitudes and aspirations. available tech
nology. the nature of land tenure, and wider social.
political and economic factors. Natural environ

mental changes, such 8S climate change, floods

and, in the case of Iceland, volcanic eruptions, may

also play important independent roles in both set·
tlement history and landscape change. The degree

to which these different cultural and environmental

factors can be assessed varies, depending on the
data availability. The identification of their relative

importance and role is, however, important to any

effective understanding of human-environment
interaction.

In this paper we reconstruct a settlement and

landholding history for an area of south Iceland and

evaluate patterns of change. Our approach com
bines written records, archaeological data and

recent ethnographic information for an area of

comparatively simple settlement at the limits of

arable cultivation, where change has been pro

found. It provides the fundamental foundation for
studies of the human dimensions of landscape

change reported elsewhere (Dugmora sr a/. this

volume; Mairs st a/. this volume).

ApPROACHES AND METHODS

In an area comprising a substantial number of set
tlement sites, knowledge of the occupation history
of all of them is rarely complete. Yet. it is generally
more detailed than knowledge of their landholdings.
Our approach is to use recent data as the key to
reconstructing past land holdings and combining it
with the history, status and inter·relationships of
individual sites. We determine which are the oldest
farms in a district and how the land was subdivided
to create space for later farms.

The western and northern part of what is now
simply called Eyjafjallahreppur, was selected for
study because it forms a coherent region that
extends from coastal lowlands below 50 m above

sea level. to an upland frontier (Fig. O. The settle
ments in the study area have some natural bound

aries formed by glaciers and rivers. Some of these
boundary-defining features have changed through

time with the fluctuation of glaciers and movement
of rivers across the sandur plains, whereas others
such as gorges and cliffs. and boundaries defined

by lines-of·sight to summits have remained con·
stant throughout the history of settlement.

Known settlements in this district have been

located in a variety of natural environments, with an

altitudinal range from 50-250 m above sea level and
variable distances from the sea. They include occu·
pied and abandoned sites, and a range of different
occupation times (see Tables 1 and 2). The area is

fairly well served with written sources for the set

tlement history. The earliest. including Land
namab6k (the Book of Settlements). believed to
have been originally compiled in the 12th century
(iF II. medieval church charters, which have been

published 1011-111, XIII, and the so-called contempo-
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Fig. I. Study area showing (arm locations.

rary sagas, such as Sturlunga saga and the

Bishop's sagas. dating to the 13th century, only give

a partial history, most often that of the high status

sites. such as the church farms. The first more

comprehensive sources are the land registers from

the late 17th century (Larusson 1967) and in partic·
ulaf the Ami Magnusson survey of the early 18th

century (JAM 0. which. in addition to all the occu·
pied farms. independent and dependent. also lists
abandoned farms. Place-name surveys kept in the

Place-name Institute in Iceland and later archaeo

logical survey data (Sveinbjarnard6nir and Gunn·

arsd6ttir 2000) also provide valuable information.

Reference is also made to the settlement histories

previously produced for the area (Sveinbjarnard6t

tir 1982, 1983. 1992). Land boundaries have been

determined from written records. inclUding a manu

script on land boundaries compiled for the sheriff of

the area in 1890 I Landamerkjab6kl. cartographic

and ethnographic sources. Some archaeological

data is available ISveinbjarnard6ttir 1982, 19921.

although no excavations have been carried out,. and
the area has a detailed and well known environ

mental history (Dugmore 8t 8/. 2(00).

New maps are created from these sources

showing both site and landholding data for the first

time, data that combined with environmental data

forms the basis for an analysis of human-environ

ment interactions Isee Ougmore et aJ. this volume;

Mairs st a/. this volumel.

THE TIMING AND LOCATION OF SETILEMENT

Historical and archaeological evidence indicates

that the area was settled during the initial period of

settlement in Iceland. in the 9th/10th centuries. The

initial settlement spread through both the lowland,

and also the inland area of I>6rsm6rk above the

confluence of Markarflj6t and KrossS. Landnama
b6k mentions two settlers in J>6rsmork (named

Steinfinnr and Asbjbm) (iF 1: 344, 346), Fiva sites
have been discovered in the area (Sveinbjarnar

d6ttir 1983; T6masson 19961, four of which are

heavily eroded. Their occupation has been dated on

the basis of unstratified artefacts found ranging in

age between the 9th/1Oth and 11th/12th centuries,

and accounts in the 13th century sources Sturlunga

saga (SS I: 532) and tha Bishop's sagas (BS I: 2911
which saem to suggest that the erea wes uninhab-
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ited at the time they were written. The conclusion is

that these settlements were already abandoned by

the 13th century. The area is now an 'abandoned
frontier' and a key question is whether this aban

donment is a distinctive feature of this particular
inland margin, or part of a more general pattern.

This study shows that abandonment is not

restricted to the inland margin. Porsmark accounts

for less than a quarter of known desertions, but it is
notable that they are the earliest known. Other con

temporaneous desertions were probably taking

place in the lowlands, because the precise loca

tions of some of the earliest sites are unknown, but

the difference is that in the lowland later settlement

did take place in the same area.l>orsmork is there

fore special because, but for a brief and unsuc

cessful attempt to re-occupy Husadalur in the early

19th century, successful farms were never again
sited in this inland area.

In the lowland, one original land - take (that of

Asgerorl mentioned in Landnamab6k covers the

rest of the study area. It is said to lie between Selja

landsmuli and Markarfljot and to include the whole
of Langanes up towards Porsmork (iF I: 343). The

site of the settlement was not known when the

account was written and the place-name by which

it stood has since been lost, probably as a result of

erosion by the river. The same fate seems to have
befallen other 9th/1Oth century settlements near the

Markarflj6t flood plain The one placed within the

land take to the south of the study area is named ad

Auonum (iF I: 3411-41). meaning ·at the deserted

place', suggesting that the site had already been
abandoned when Landnamab6kwas written. The

one to the north was called Sveningsstaoir(iF I:

350-51), a place-name that is now lost According to

Landnamab6k it was occupied by the chieftain

J(jrundur gOOi, whose son Ulfur aurgooilived at

oalur. The attribute 8urgooilmening literally 'mud
gooll has prompted the suggestion that his goOoro

(chieftaincy), inherited from his father, had been

reduced to mud by the river by that time (Tomasson

1996).
The oldest settlement in the lowland of the study

area is likely to have been located within the home

land of Oalur, the ecclesiastical centre which is still

occupied and first mentioned as such in a source

from c. 1200 (01 XII: 6). The fact that it became the
ecclesiastical centre is also an indication that it

was the first settlement in the area. It owned a

large area of land, now extending to both sides of

the Markariljot-river, with much of it now taken up

by braiding river channels. A geomorphological
study ofthe river by Hreinn Haraldsson 119811
shows that during the initial period of settlement

the main part of the river flowed into the sea along

a course further to the west than it does now, with

a number of distributaries on both sides of it. cre
ating islands on which settlements were estab
lished. This is indicated by place-names, including
that of the study area, Eyjafjfill (meaning 'island

mountains'). The land would have been good for
farming, flat and easily irrigated, and with little
woodland.

Early on several settlements will have been

established on the initial land-take area covered in

this study, a common pattern in Iceland as indi

cated in Landnamabok. The first settlers took more
land than they needed for subsistence and soon
gave or sold land to other farmers. Written sources

indicate that the earliest subdivision is likely to

have created Nec)ridalur, the three Mark farms and
Seljaland, all of which had chapels in the past (see
Table 2). In the case of Selja land, the place-name

(meaning 'shieling land') suggests that the area
was initially used for shieling activity (probably from

oalur). There is also a tradition that a pagan temple

belonging to Dalur once existed here. Supporting

evidence includes the place-name Hoftorta (a pos
sible meaning being 'pagan temple turf') and a ruin

on the slope just above the Seljaland farm ISveinb

jarnardottir and Gunnarsdottir 20001. This ruin was
investigated in 1883 lVigfusson 1888-1892), butthe

inadequate description and lack of plans do not
throw any light on its function. In addition, the date

and precise meaning of the place-name is uncer

tain, making the validity of the claim that the ruin is

that of a pagan temple uncertain, A second
Hoftoria, where no building remains are known, is
found in Steinsholt, the area immediately to the

south of Porsmark.
None of the other major settlements in the area

are mentioned in written sources earlier than the
early 18th century (see Table 1). Based on their

status and settlement history, and settlement devel

opment elsewhere in Iceland it is, however, reason

able to assume that the two farms on either side of

Oalur (HamragarOar and Eyvindarholtl and Tjarnir
on the west side of the Markariljot river were all

established before the end of the Commonwealth
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Table ,. Sources

Number Site name Earliest wrinen sources Date Other dating

1 Seljaland 0111: 683 1332

2 Peturssel JAMU7 1709

3 Kymytarstallir JAM 1: 87 1709

• Rotabakkar JAM 1:88 1709

5 Hitun JAMU8 1709

6 Hvasstun JAM I: 88 1709

7 Setberg JAM I: B8 1709

8 Seljalandssel Syslu· & soknarlYsingar 1840

9 Tjarnir JAM 1:89 1709

10 Bninir JAM 1:94 1709

11 Hamragardar Larusson 1967 1686/95/97

12 Borgareyrar JAM 1:94 1709

13 Steinm6()arbzr JAM 1: 95-6 1709

"
SteinmOdarbiEjarhJilslga JAM 1: 96 1709

15 Oalsel JAM 1:~ 1709

16 Nei)ridalur 01111: 1 1269

17 Oalskol JAM 1:91 1709

18 Kr6ktun JAM I: 92·3 1709

19 St6ridalur 01 XII: 6 c. 1200

iF XII c.l300

20 DimonarhOlmi JAM 1: 96 1709

21 OJafshus JAM 1: 93 1709

22 lambhush61l JAM 1:94 1709

23 Murnavollur JAM 1: 96-7 1709

24 Eyvindarholt JAM I: 97 1709

25 litli Murnavollur JAM 1:98 1709

26 SydSlamlirk 0111: 683 1332

27 MMlmCrk 01111: 1 1269

28 Miamerkurhjaleiga JAM 1:99 1709

29 Storamork 01111: 1 1269
iF XII: 88. 225. 235 c. 1300

3D Grotanun JAM 1: 101 1709

3' Nauthus JAM 1: 101 1709

32 Akstai)allatJr IAksta(}ir) 0111: 84-6 1270
O-Sl0ramork

33 Smergil Tomasson 1996: 42
O-Storamlirk

34 lJuri()a rsta1}ir JAM 1: 101·2 1709 Archa801. remains. fJl"fll1"
35 I)uri{\arstailir efri Archaeol. remains. "'/10"
36 Husadalur JAM 1: 102 1709
37 StalOfinnsst&dir IF I: 344·6 '2" Archaeol. remains. 9MflD-
38 BZlaralda Tomasson 1996: 132·3 Archaeol. remains
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Table 2. Estimated establishment. abandonment. status

Number Site name Etablishment Abandonment Notes
1 Seljaland 1()!"/11'" NIA Chapel site.
2 Peturssel 16"'/11'" 11" Dependent to Selja lend
3 kyrnytarstaOir 11" 11" Dependent to Seljeland
4 Rotabakkar 1578 1693 Dependent to Se/jaland
5 Hatlin 16"'/1 Jl" 11" Dependent to Selja land
6 Hvasstun 16"'/1Jl" 11" Dependent to Selja/and
7 Setberg 16"117" 11" Dependent to Seljaland
8 Seljalandssel 19" NIA
9 Tjamir 11 1ft/1r' 1947 Establ. on land from Se/jaland

10 Brunir 15- :> 1947 Establ. on land from Steridelur
11 Hamragar3ar 11"'/12'" 1963 Establ. on land from Steridalur

12 Borgareyrar 19" > NIA Estabt. on land from Steridalur

13 Steinm6()arb~r 15'" :> NIA Establ. on land from St6ridalur

14 SteinmMarbcejarhjaleiga 1670 1693 Dependent to SteinmMarbcer.
Abandoned for 2 years dur.per.

15 Dalsel 15'" :> NIA Dependent to St6ridalur

16 NeOridalur 10""/11 110 20'" Chapel site

17 Daiskat 19" > 20'" Dependent to Suiridalur. Became
Middalur: occupied

18 Kr6ktun 19" > 1898 Dependent to St6ridalur. Became part
of Dalskot

19 St6ridalur 9"110'" NiA Church seat

20 Dimonarh61mi 161ft/17l" 17"'? Dependent to St6ridalur

21 Olafshus 19" > 18" Dependent to St6ridalur

22 lambhush611 151ft :> 1643 Dependent to St6ridalur

23 Murnavollur 1662 19" Dependent to St6ridalur

24 Eyvindarhott 11 1ft112'" N/A Establ. on land from St6ridalur

25 litli Murnavollur 1679 169415 Dependent to Eyvindarhott

26 Sy351amork 10'" N/A Chapel site

27 Mii)mlirk 11)" N/A Chapel site

28 MiOmerkurhj8leiga 19" > 11" Dependent to Mi3mlirk

29 St6ramork. 10" N/A Chapel site

30 Gr6fartun 19" > 11"'1 Dependent to St6ramork

31 Nauthus 1511I > 17"'? Dependent to St6ramork

32 Akstai)aflatir IAkstaairl Place-name evidence

33 Smergil Place-name evidence

34 ~rtoarstaair 9"110'" 11 11I/1211I Arch. & documentary evidence

35 })uriaarstai)ir efri 10'" 11"'/1211I Arch. evidence

3ti HU$adalur 9"/10'" 1111I/1211I Documentary evidence

1802 1803 Arch. & documentary evidence

37 SteinfinnsstaOir 9"/10" 11"'/12'" Arch. & documentary evidence

38 818jaralda 9"'/10"'? 11"/12"'7 Arch. evidence
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Fig. 2. Map showing boundaries between main settlements in study area.

Period, followed by Brunir, Borgareyrar, Dalssel and

Steinm6darbCEr (see Table 21. By the 16th or 17th

century a further six farms had been established on

the homeland of Oslur on the east side of the river.

after the west side had been cut off by the river
IHaraldsson 1981). All of these farms were outlying

or dependent farms which would have had their
own hay·fields, but shared grazing areas with the

main farm. Some were not occupied for long. Selja

land owned land similar in quality to Oalur. but not

as much of it. Only one farm (narnir) was estab·

lished on jts land on what became the west side of
the river. In contrast, seven dependent farms were

established in the homefield of Seljaland in the 16th

or 17th century, many of which were only occupied
for a short period of time.

A couple of place-names and the discovery of

human remains and artefacts in langanes, the

stretch of land running east from St6ramork

towards 1>6rsmork, have prompted the suggestion

that there may have been one or even two settle·

ments there in the past IO-St6ramark; Tomasson

1996). Written sources indicate that the woodland

in the area was used by a number of church farms

on both sides of the Markarfljot river until c. the mid

328

18th century IT6masson 1996), although by then it

had become fairly depleted. To date, however, all

remains of charcoal production found in the area lie

below the tephra from Hekla deposited in 1341

(Ougmore et al. this volume; Mairs Bt aI, this

volume).

The first place-name indicating settlement in

langanes is AkstsoafJatir(321, *staoir being a com

mon ending for a farm-name. In a charter from

1270 of the church at Holt 101 II: 84-6) it is said to

own the right to woodland at Akstadir and a place

name survey states that Holt has the right to graze

cattle in this place. Sigmundsson (1979) has ar

gued that the ending -staiJir originally meant part

of property which rich farmers gave to their asso

ciates. possibly for rent, when Iceland was being

settled. Later many of these places became farms,

often including the person's name who settJed

there. No structural remains have been found at

AkstaOaflatir, and although it is possible that ero

sion bV the Markarflj6t river or its distributaries

might long since have disposed of any such fea

tures, it seems more likely that the place-name

supports Sigmundsson's theory and that there was

never a farm there. The second place~name



Sm.rgill33llmeaning 'butter gully'). which is about

five kilometers further inland, is more suggestive of
a shieling than a farm site. Here again no structur
al remains have been found to support such a hy

pothesis and it is possible that the place-name

simply derives from the fact that the area was
good for grazing.

In the 19th century anefacts were exposed by
erosion on the slopes by Ash~ksh611 near Smergil.
Although it cannot now be proved that they come

from a pagan grave. their typical grave-good com

position and a 19th century report of human bones
being found in the area. make it likely (Eldjarn 20001

The location, far away from any known farm, but

possibly close to the border between Storamork
and the I>Orsmork farms. might thus fit into a later

phase of pagan burials in Iceland, suggested on the

basis of location, among other categories
(FriOriksson 2004).

LANDHOLDING DATA

The three major land holdings in the study area are
St6ridalur and St6ramork, which had the same
value (60 hundred) in the early 18th century, and

Selja land, 25 hundred in the early 18th century, but

thought to have been 50 hundred in the past IJAM
1: 86, 91, 100). The drop in the value of Seljaland is
most likely to be the result of the land being eroded

by the Markarflj6t·river, as this reason was stated

in the land register as the cause of the 17th century

abandonment of many of Seljaland's dependent
farms.

Land boundaries have been established for

modern farms through ethonographic survey. and

use of archival sources (Fig. 2). Many of these

boundaries are clearly defined by rivers and
gorges, but in some areas lines of sight to promi·
nent landscape features are used. This applies

Table 3. Some temporal patterns of farm establishment and abandonment

Centuries end Farms Farms Comments lumover' rate:
major time Established Abandoned Vears!fann
divisions change

landnam
Ica.8701
9""·1lP' 5
10· 4
10"'-11 111 5
11"'-t2111 5
End of Occupied at end 01 Commonwealth: 9 c.20
Commonwealth Turnover CD. 870-1262!Est. + Aban.): 19
112621
12111/13"'/14111

15th> 9
Onset of lIA

Occupied at onset of lIA: 18114251
Turnover c. 1263-1425 (Est. + Abant 9 c.18

16" > 2
16"-11" 4
11" 5 13

c.13Occupied before max of UA: 16Ill"
Turnover c. 1426-1740 lEst. + Aban.): 24Max of lIA
Occcupied aher max of UA: 16111401

19'" 2 3
Occupied end of 20th century. 10 c.26

'1f1" 5
Turnover c. 1741-2000 lEst. + Aban.): 10

Uncertlin 2 2
Currently 12000 AD) occcupied:10End of 20'" century
Abandoned: 28(20001
Uncertain: 2

28 Turnover c.81502000 lEst. -+ Aban.): 66 c.17
38
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in particular on the sandur with its lack of local
fixed topographic features and shifting river cours·
es.

Some information can be gained from written

sources about the right of access to extra re
sources, away from the homeland, by individual
farms (Fig. 3). The farm with the most extensive
extra resources was, predictably, the church at
St6ridalur which serviced the chapels at the other

farms in the area, reflecting the wealth amassed
by the Church in Iceland from medieval times on
wards. Although this information does give an
indication of the relative wealth of individual hold·
jngs, it has to be borne in mind that the sources

are in many cases late and as a whole undoub
tedly reflect different situations at different
times.

DISCUSSION

In this paper we have provided a brief survey of the
senlement history of one small area in Iceland. One

of the main research questions for our study being

tackled here is, to what extent the available written
sources and boundary data can be used as a basis
for a study of human-environment interactions.

There are obviously constraints on the use of writ-

ten sources for a study of early settlement history
since most of the sources are of a later date. The
question is, to what extent they can be used to re
flect on earlier times. The conclusion is that if criti

cally used, with reference to what is known about
sites and settlement development in Iceland gener
ally, and in conjunction with information from other
disciplines, inferences can be made from these
sources about original settlement dates and devel·
opment. One example is the indication that church

farms and those that had chapels early on generally
seem to belong to the earliest settlements in the
country. Churches in Iceland were initially erected
by prosperous farmers at established farms.

Source criticism is no less necessary for later,

contemporary sources. An example is the first com
prehensive land survey, the Ami Magnusson survey
compiled in 1709 for this area. It was commissioned
by the Danish King as a measure to evaluate condi

tions in the country. Farmers may have been vary

and reluctant to paint the Quality of their land in too
rosy colours in anticipation of higher taxes as a
result.

Land holding data is also strongly based on

recent written sources and recent ethnographic
data. The question is, again. to what extent these
can be used to reflect on boundaries in the past
Given the apparent stability of most of the settle-
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ments in the study area and the fact that many of
the boundaries follow fixed landmarks, such as
rivers and gorges, which do not seem to have

changed much over time, it can be assumed that

key boundaries as we know them (such as the divi

sions between the landholdings of the church farm
and its subsidiary settlements) and chapel farms

(and their subsidiary settlementsl are of consider
able antiquity.

There are only limited sources for the 12th-14th

centuries. This absence of evidence may, therefore,

conceal changes in this time. Given this and other
caveats, the settlement development does seem to

have been fairly stable, except for the inland area in

r>6rsmork and the small, dependent farms on or

near the flood plains of the Markarflj6t river, settled

mostly in the 16th or 17th and abandoned in the 17th
or 18th century. In the absence of any obvious envi

ronmental and given the presence of a credible cul

tural alternative, social explanations can be

invoked to explain the general phenomena of farm

proliferation in the 16th-17th centuries. These small,

dependent farms were pan of a general expansion

of independent households in Iceland, partly

explained by the fact that there was a property

requirement for marriage. There were more depen

dent farms established at Seljaland and Oalur than

at Mark, and possibly there is an environmental

reason for this. In the 16th century Seljaland may

have had more fertile land available on the sandur

now swept by the channels of the Markarfljot river.

Many of these small farms were abandoned

because of the encroachment of the river.

As for the fate of the inland sites in ~orsmark,

which, according to archaeological evidence and

written sources were settled early and abandoned

early, environmental evidence seems to indicate

that landscape change played a part (Dugmore at

s/. this volumel. The question still remains whether

political andlor economic factors also played a

pan, such as decisions by one or more powerful
landowners controlling the area to force abandon

ment to aid the conservation of diminishing wood

land resources. Unfortunately, direct written

sources to test such hypothesis are not available.

The data can be used to explore the idea of 'set

tlement turnover'. How often are sites established

and abandoned through time and is there any

notable correspondence with cultural or environ

mentel change? At the broadest level there are

about 38 founding events and 28 abandonment

events since landnam. The figure is likely to be a
minimum as the details of the earliest settlement
are unclear. This gives a general 'turnover' figure of

an 'event' about every 17 years. To be consistent

with the overall data quality and some rather broad
dating envelopes for individual events, time can be

divided into four periods defined by: initial senle
ment (ca. 870), the end of the Commonwealth period

(12621. the onset of the Little Ice Age (14251 and the
nadir of the little Ice Age lca. 1740). It would seem

that 'turnover' times reduce through time from c. 20
years (9th-13th century), to c. 18 years (13th-15th

century) to c. 13 years (15th-18th century) to

increase to c. 26 years in the period 18th-20th cen

tury. The impression is that the pace of change

seems to have quickened in the first three centuries
of the 'linle Ice Age', suggesting possible climatic
causes, but these changes can be argued to be

a result of cultural changes (the need to have

an independent household in order to marry) allied

to land sub division that was not sustainable
in the long term, in a dynamic physical environ

ment.

CONCLUSIONS

In Iceland it is possible to reconstruct both senle

ment history and related landholdings for entire

landscapes, and this is a key step in defining the

cultural sub-divisions that are necessary in order to
explore spatial perspectives of human-environment

interaction.
The locations of earliest sites are enigmatic but

this uncenainity could reflect a phase of shrtting land

occupation during the first century of settlement.
Land holding data is strongly based on recent

ethnographic data, but given endurance of sites and

long-term knowledge of relative status based an

written sources, place names and presence of
chapels, boundaries are likely to be of significant an

tiquity.ln addition, major divisions are rivers/gorges

that have not changed fundamentally in 1000 years

and are therefore likely to be of antiquity.
An abandoned frontier is present in the inland

area of ~rsmark. but abandonment was not

restricted to the uplands; it has occurred
throughout the region. r>6rsmork is special in so

much as, barring a very brief 19th century attempt
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at re-occupation, the area has not been directly
settled since before the 13th century.

Most desertion occurred before the cold phases
of the Little Ice Age In the 18th century. Overall.
much farm desertion can be attributed to landscape
destruction as a result of river migration, but it is
also biased towards small dependent farms often
established for social reasons and evidently insuffi·
ciently resourced for long term success in a
changing physical environment.
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